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Introduction

The following, with demonstrations, will provide a very good orientation to CLS; its purpose, components, and use; and
the resulting certification. Demonstrations of proper practice are most important because they are more likely to be
remembered and followed. It would also be good for you to show them a sample ACTFL Certificate.

Preach My Gospel states, “If you do not speak English, you should study it as a missionary. This will bless you during
your mission and throughout your life. Learning English will enable you to help build the Lord’s kingdom in additional
ways and will be a blessing for you and your family.” During your mission, while you have access to a native English-
speaking companion, is the best time to do this! Study and practice should be done principally during your morning study
period at ____ for 45 minutes every day.

Initial Materials
To assist you in this process, CLS materials are being provided to you at this time (Book 1 and Basic Grammar).  CLS
has been approved by the Church as the English learning materials to be studied and practiced by you on your mission.
They have been developed by a former Mission President and a BYU professor who is an expert in English as a second
language.

Professor Glen Probst was the Founding Director of the BYU English Language Center, which has successfully graduated
over 25,000 foreign students. The dialogs in the CLS books center on principles and practices taught in Preach My
Gospel so as to keep you focused on your missionary labors. However, at the same time, you will be learning the
vocabulary, grammar, and skills that will help you after your mission in the real world of work.
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You are now receiving Book 1 and the Basic
Grammar book.  (Pass them out.)  You should
practice the dialogs and the exercises with your
English-speaking companion, who will help you
until you sound like a native English speaker.  (You
should demonstrate this practice with them using
the dialog in the first Module.) The first exercise
after the dialog in each module is Pronunciation
Practice, which helps you learn how to properly
form the sounds in English.  (You should
demonstrate this and practice this briefly with
them.)

The next exercises are Vocabulary and Expressions,
Rhyming Words, and Word Webs. These exercises
help you with vocabulary and expressions and
pronunciation.  (Point these out to them in their
Book 1.)
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The next exercise is Language Practice. It helps you
put sentences together through reading and writing
sentences properly.  (Point these out to them in their
Book 1.) The Language Focus exercise helps you learn
verb formations and grammar in a simple, natural
way.  (Point these out to them in their Book 1.) And
finally, the sample Mini-Conversations help you learn
and apply more vocabulary in useful sentences.

The success stories provide samples of applying
Preach My Gospel teachings and provide additional
reading and speaking practice with their companions.
(Point these out to them in their Book 1, see Module
3 for an example.)  The Fold Cards should be cut out
and carried during the day to help you practice and
learn during “down time” but not while driving or
walking in the street.  (Point these out to them in
their Book 1.)  They contain the dialog and the
principal vocabulary for your practice.
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Then there is the Weekly Writing and Speaking Exercise, which will help you apply Preach My Gospel teachings and
practice your English language in real settings.  (Read this to them in the mission language so they understand this
exercise and how it will help them.)  As part of this, be sure to write your experience in English in as much detail as
possible and get your companions’ help expanding your vocabulary and providing any corrections needed. Then you
should practice your presentation several times until it is natural before sharing it in District Meeting. As you complete
a Module, your companion should administer an informal test and rate your skills for the Module material. There is a
place for this in each Module in Books 1 and 2. Your scores should be noted in pencil there and in the front of your
book so you can return and improve your score as needed.

All of the Modules follow the same format and build one upon another.  (Point this out to them in their Book 1.)
Therefore, you should not skip any Modules. If you think you have mastered the material in a Module, you may
proceed through it more quickly, but only as fast as your native English-speaking companion says you have properly
mastered all of the pronunciation and other skills.  It should ordinarily take you 1 to 2 weeks to master the materials
contained in a Module. Some are lengthier and more challenging than others, but Professor Probst assures us that you
can learn good English before the close of your mission. English will help bless you with good work and a good salary
for your future family.  Your future family and the Lord deserve your consistent effort.
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Review and Practice

At the end of Book 1 there is a review process you should follow.  (Point this out to them in their Book 1.) There is also
a list of the 54 Most Commonly Used Verbs in English, along with their tenses and conjugations.  (Point this out to
them in their Book 1 and show them how English conjugations are usually easier than in their mission language.) You
should practice these verbs and their sample sentences.  (Practice a few with them.) Since they are the most commonly
used verbs, your mastery of these verbs will be most useful to you. Companions, please spend regular time helping them
form sentences with these verbs and their conjugations.

Basic Grammar Book

This book contains fundamentals that will be very helpful.  It
contains material for study, reading, writing, and practice.  Use a
pencil for the fill in exercises.  (Point these out to them in their
Book 1.) You should plan to keep it and your other CLS books
close for regular reference during and after your mission.

Audio Practice MP3 CD

Here is the Audio MP3 CD.  (Play the dialog from the first
Module and demonstrate how to practice with it.)  You should be
able to play it in the car but NOT while driving.  It is a very
important tool for improving your pronunciation, listening, and
speaking skills.  Use it regularly, however, it is a supplement, not a
substitute for the help of your native English-speaking companion.
Native English-speaking companions, your help is critical and will
bless your companion and their future family.  The Audio CD
includes the dialog and most of the exercises for all the Modules in
Books 1, 2, and 3.
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Later Materials

Book 2 is similar to Book 1; however, its content is more advanced. You will not receive book 2 until you are
completing book 1 At the end of book 2, again there is a review process that you and your native English-speaking
companion should follow.  (Point this out to them in their Book 2.)

Do NOT skip this process. At the conclusion of your mission, you will be able to take a Certification test. If you have
studied and practiced diligently, you will likely receive a Certificate of proficiency that you will take home with you and
can present to companies when you interview for work.

Finally, Book 3 is entitled Career English.  You will receive this book when you finish Book 2. It will help you learn the
English skills associated with the career of your choice, such as

• International Airlines
• International Telephone Operator
• International Hotels
• Tourism
• International Banking
• International Business
• Import/Export

Already hundreds of missionaries have successfully learned English during their missions with the CLS materials.  They
are home and many have taken their Certificates to employers who interview them in English.  Very often, they receive
the jobs and a higher salary because of their English skills.
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Tracking Your Progress

Keep track of your progress by noting it on your Progress Card (point this out to them in their Book 1, in the pocket
attached to the inside cover) and always bring your current book and your progress card filled out to your interviews
with your Mission President.  I will review your progress and keep track of it on a computer so as to help you better.

You will also receive an auto update email during the first 10 days of the month asking you about which modules you
have completed.  Do NOT delete this email.  Click the boxes for the modules you have completed; this will
automatically update your progress on our computer website.  This will save me time and help us know when to give
you the next CLS book and when to schedule your Certification test.

Conclusion and Certification

Remember, there are only 25 Modules.  You can do this, usually at a rate of one Module every 1 to 2 weeks.  Stay with
it every day and get the help of your companions.  Learning English is a process and you can do.  We want to see all of
you have this Certificate so you can be more successful after your mission.  (Show them a copy.)

End with your testimony if you choose


